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Why are some problems qualitatively harder than others? 
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Euler: at most two nodes can have an odd number of bridges,      
so no tour is possible!
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What if we want to visit every vertex, instead of every edge? 
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6 PROLOGUE

Figure 1.5: Left, the dodecahedron; right, a flattened version of the graph formed by its edges. One Hamil-
tonian cycle, which visits each vertex once and returns to its starting point, is shown in bold.

we say that a graph is Hamiltonian if it possesses a Hamiltonian cycle. One such cycle for the dodecahe-
dron is shown in Figure 1.5.

At first Hamilton’s puzzle seems very similar to the bridges of Königsberg. Eulerian paths cross each
edge once, and Hamiltonian paths visit each vertex once. Surely these problems are not very different?
However, while Euler’s theorem allows us to avoid a laborious search for Eulerian paths or cycles, we have
no such insight into Hamiltonian ones. As far as we know, there is no simple property—analogous to
having vertices of even degree—to which Hamiltonianness is equivalent.

As a consequence, we know of no way of avoiding, essentially, an exhaustive search for Hamiltonian
paths. We can visualize this search as a tree as shown in Figure 1.6. Each node of the tree corresponds to
a partial path, and branches into child nodes corresponding to the various ways we can extend the path.
In general, the number of nodes in this search tree grows exponentially with the number of vertices of
the underlying graph, so traversing the entire tree—either finding a leaf with a complete path, or learning
that every possible path gets stuck—takes exponential time.

To phrase this computationally, we believe that there is no program, or algorithm, that tells whether
a graph with n vertices is Hamiltonian or not in an amount of time proportional to n , or n 2, or any poly-
nomial function of n . We believe, instead, that the best possible algorithm takes exponential time, 2c n for
some constant c > 0. Note that this is not a belief about how fast we can make our computers. Rather, it
is a belief that finding Hamiltonian paths is fundamentally harder than finding Eulerian ones. It says that
these two problems differ in a deep and qualitative way.

While finding a Hamiltonian path seems to be hard, checking whether a given path is Hamiltonian
is easy. Simply follow the path vertex by vertex, and check that it visits each vertex once. So if a compu-
tationally powerful friend claims that a graph has a Hamiltonian path, you can challenge him or her to

Computational complexity
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As far as we know, the only way to solve this problem is 
(essentially) exhaustive search!

Computational complexity
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An exponential tree

Backtracking search: follow 
a path until you get stuck, 
then backtrack to your last 
choice

If there are n nodes, this 
could take 2n time

When can we avoid this kind 
of search?
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Figure 1.6: The first two levels of the search tree for a Hamiltonian path.Wednesday, June 20, 2012



Until the end of the world
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FIGURE 2.5: Running times of algorithms as a function of the size n . We assume that each one can solve
an instance of size n = 1 in one microsecond. Note that the time axis is logarithmic.

Euler
input: a graph G = (V, E )
output: “yes” if G is Eulerian, and “no” otherwise
begin

y := 0 ;
for all v !V do

if deg(v ) is odd then y := y +1;
if y > 2 then return “no”;

end
return “yes”

end

FIGURE 2.6: Euler’s algorithm for EULERIAN PATH. The variable y counts the number of odd-degree vertices.

2.4.2 Details, and Why they Don’t Matter

In the Prologue we saw that Euler’s approach to EULERIAN PATH is much more efficient than exhaustive
search. But how does the running time of the resulting algorithm scale with the size of the graph? It turns
out that a precise answer to this question depends on many details. We will discuss just enough of these
details to convince you that we can and should ignore them in our quest for a fundamental understanding
of computational complexity.
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Divide and conquer

Tasks and subtasks
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DIVIDE AND CONQUER 45

3 ! 2

1 ! 2

1 ! 2

1 ! 3

1 ! 2

3 ! 1

2 ! 3

Hanoi(3, 1, 2)

Hanoi(1, 1, 2)

Hanoi(1, 1, 2)

Hanoi(1, 3, 1)

Hanoi(1, 2, 3)

Hanoi(2, 1, 3)

Hanoi(2, 3, 2)

Figure 3.2: The tree corresponding to the recursive algorithm for the Towers of Hanoi with n = 3. Each
node Hanoi(n , i , j ) corresponds to the subproblem of moving n disks from peg i to peg j . The root
node, corresponding to the original problem, is at the left. The actual moves appear on the leaf nodes
(the ellipses), and the solution goes from top to bottom.
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Divide and conquer: mergesort

DIVIDE AND CONQUER 45

Mergesort(!)
input: a list ! of n elements
output: a sorted version of !
begin

if |!|! 1 then return;
!1 := the first half of ! ;
!2 := the second half of ! ;
!1 :=Mergesort(!1) ;
!2 :=Mergesort(!2) ;
return merge(!1,!2) ;

end

FIGURE 3.3: The Mergesort algorithm.
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FIGURE 3.4: Mergesort splits the list ! into two halves, and sorts each one recursively. It then merges
the two sorted halves, taking elements from !1 or !2, whichever is smaller.

entire pack is sorted: think of a careful riffle shuffle, where I let a card fall from either my left hand or my
right, depending on which of the two cards should come first. This gives a recursive algorithm shown in
Figure 3.3, which we illustrate in Figure 3.4.

To quantify the running time of this algorithm, let’s count the number of times it compares one ele-
ment to another. Let T (n )be the number of comparisons it takes to sort an element of length n . Assuming
for simplicity that n is even, sorting the two halves of the list recursively takes 2T (n/2) comparisons. How
many comparisons does the merge operation take? We start by comparing the elements at the heads of
!1 and !2, moving whichever one is smaller to the final sorted list, and continuing until !1 or !2 is empty.
This takes at most n"1 comparisons, but for simplicity we’ll assume that it takes n . Then the total number

T (n ) = 2T (n/2)+n

T (n ) = n log2 n
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The Fast Fourier Transform

Divide and conquer
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Subproblems become independent after we make some choices

The “boundaries” between subproblems are small

3

4 1 5

1 2 2 1 1

Divide and conquer again: dynamic programming
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When greed is good

Minimum Spanning Tree (Boruvka, 1920): add the shortest edge
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For Minimum Spanning Tree, doing the best thing in the short term 
can never lead us down the wrong path.
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e!

e

Figure 3.18: The proof of Lemma 3.1. Edges already in F are shown in bold, and additional edges in the
spanning tree T are dashed. Adding e to T would complete a cycle, and we can obtain a new spanning
tree T ! by removing e !. If e is one of the lightest edges, T ! is at least as light as T .

3.5.2 Building a Basis

Lemma 3.1 tells us that the greedy strategy for MINIMUM SPANNING TREE never steers us wrong—adding
the next-lightest edge never takes us off the path leading to an optimal solution. However, this lemma
and its proof seem rather specific to this one problem. Can we explain, in more abstract terms, what it is
about the structure of MINIMUM SPANNING TREE that makes the greedy strategy work? Can we fit MINIMUM

SPANNING TREE into a more general family of problems, all of which can be solved greedily?
One such family is inspired by finding a basis for a vector space. Suppose I have a list S of n-dimensional

vectors. Suppose further that |S| " n and that S has rank n , so that it spans the entire vector space. We
wish to find a subset F # S consisting of n linearly independent vectors that span the space as well. We
can do this with the following greedy algorithm: start with F = $, go through all the vectors in S, and add
each one to F as long as the resulting set is still linearly independent. There is never any need to go back
and undo our previous decisions, and as soon as we have added n vectors to F , we’re done.

This algorithm works because the property that a subset of S is linearly independent—or “indepen-
dent” for short—obeys the following axioms. The first axiom allows us to start our algorithm, the second
gives us a path through the family of independent sets, and the third ensures that we can always add one
more vector to the set until it spans the space.

1. The empty set $ is independent.

2. If X is independent and Y # X , then Y is independent.

3. If X and Y are independent and |X | < |Y |, there is some element v % Y & X such that X ' {v } is
independent.

Exercise 3.17 Prove that these three axioms hold if S is a set of vectors and “independent” means linearly
independent.

When greed is good
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The primrose path

The Traveling Salesman Problem
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Landscapes

A single optimum, that we can find by climbing:
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Landscapes

Many local optima where we can get stuck
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Reorganizing the landscape: max flow

Each edge has a capacity

Greedy: push more flow along a path 
with excess capacity

But we can get stuck in local optima!

FINDING A BETTER FLOW 69
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FIGURE 3.19: A network G and two possible flows on it, with edges shown dotted, solid or bold depending
on whether the flow on that edge is 0, 1 or 2. On the lower left, a flow f whose value is 3. On the lower
right, a better flow f ! whose value is 4, which in this case is the maximum.
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FIGURE 3.20: We can improve the flow, changing f to f !, by adding flow along a path ! from s to t . In this
case, one of the edges in this path is a reverse edge, and adding flow along it cancels f on the correspond-
ing forward edge.

MAX FLOW

Input: A network G where each edge e has a nonnegative integer capacity c (e ),
and two vertices s , t

Question: What is the maximum flow from s to t ?

As an example, Figure 3.19 shows a simple network, and two flows on it. The flow f shown on the lower
left has a value of 3, while the maximum flow f !, shown on the lower right, has a value of 4.

Now suppose that our current flow is f . As Figure 3.20 shows, we can improve f by adding flow along
a path ! from s to t . When does such a path exist? We can only increase the flow along an edge e if
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Reorganizing the landscape: max flow

Solution: allow reverse edges to cancel out previous flow

Theorem: now we can’t get stuck

Lesson: we define the neighborhood, by defining what moves 
are possible
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Input: A network G where each edge e has a nonnegative integer capacity c (e ),
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“Reducing” one problem to another

Change a new problem into one we already know how to solve: 

Bipartite Matching ≤ Max Flow

If Max Flow is easy, then so is Bipartite Matching

TRANSFORMATIONS AND REDUCTIONS 75

s t

FIGURE 3.23: The reduction from MAX BIPARTITE MATCHING to MAX FLOW. The bipartite graph on the left
has a perfect matching, and this corresponds to a flow of value 4 in the directed graph on the right. All
edges have capacity 1.

level it says something much deeper—that MAX BIPARTITE MATCHING is no harder than MAX FLOW. We
write this as an inequality,

MAX BIPARTITE MATCHING!MAX FLOW . (3.16)

Consider the fact that, before we saw the polynomial-time algorithm for MAX FLOW, it was not at all obvi-
ous that either of these problems are in P. This reduction tells us that if MAX FLOW is in P, then so is MAX

BIPARTITE MATCHING. In other words, as soon as we find a polynomial-time algorithm for MAX FLOW we
gain one for MAX BIPARTITE MATCHING as well.

Reductions have another important application in computational complexity. Just as a reduction
A ! B shows that A is at most as hard as B , it also shows that B is at least as hard as A . Thus we get a
conditional lower bound on B ’s complexity as well as a conditional upper bound on A’s. In particular,
just as B " P implies A " P, it is equally true that A /" P implies B /" P.

If the reader finds the word “reduction” confusing, we sympathize. Saying that A can be reduced to B
makes it sound as if B is smaller or simpler than A . In fact, it usually means the reverse: A can be viewed
as a special case of B , but B is more general, and therefore harder, than A . Later on, we will put this
another way—that B is expressive enough to describe the goals and constraints of A .

As we will discuss below, it is generally very hard to prove that a problem is outside P. However, for
many problems B we are in the following curious situation: thousands of different problems can be re-
duced to B , and after decades of effort we have failed to find polynomial-time algorithms for any of them.
This gives us very strong evidence that B is outside P. As we will see in the next two chapters, this is
exactly the situation for many of the search and optimization problems we care about.
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Duality: max flow and min cut

Cut the smallest set of edges that divides s from t

Find Max Flow from s to t, and cut the saturated edges

72 INSIGHTS AND ALGORITHMS

FIGURE 3.22: A MIN CUT problem from the Cold War. A 1955 technical report for the United States Air
Force sought to find a “bottleneck” that would cut off rail transport from the Soviet Union to Europe.

seats on a variety of flights until there is no way at all to get to the conference, forcing us to seek letters of
transit from a jaded nightclub owner. How many seats does he need to buy?

Let’s define a cut in a weighted graph as a set C of edges which, if removed, make it impossible to get
from s to t . The weight of the cut is the sum of its edges’ weights. Alternately, we can say that a cut is a
partitioning of the vertices of G into two disjoint sets or “sides,” S and T , such that s ! S and t ! T . Then
C consists of the edges that cross from S to T , and its weight is the sum of their capacities.

My competitor wishes to solve the following problem:

MIN CUT (s -t version)

Input: A weighted graph G and two vertices s , t

Question: What is the weight of the minimum cut that separates s from t ?

In this section, we will see that MIN CUT and MAX FLOW have exactly the same answer—the weight of the
minimum cut is exactly the value of the maximum flow. Thus MIN CUT is really just MAX FLOW in disguise.
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Systems aren’t simple or complex; questions about them are

Intrinsic complexity of a problem: the running time (or memory 
use, or other resource) of the best possible algorithm for it

Worst-case!  Works for all instances = works for worst ones

Upper bounds are easy: just give an algorithm

Lower bounds are hard!

What are algorithms for?
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Twenty questions: can only distinguish 220 situations

Sorting: need log2 n! ≈ n log2 n comparisons

Information, not computation!

How can we tell an algorithm is optimal?182 THE DEEP QUESTION: P VS. NP

a < b

a < b < c

b < c b > c

a < c < b

a < c

c < a < b

a > c

a >b

c < a

b < c < a

b < c

c < b < a

b > c

b < a < c

c > a

FIGURE 6.2: A decision tree for sorting a list of n = 3 items.

6.2.1 Sorting Black Boxes

. . . it is written that animals are divided into (a) those that belong to the emperor;
(b) embalmed ones; (c) those that are trained; (d) suckling pigs; (e) mermaids; (f)
fabulous ones; (g) stray dogs; (h) those that are included in this classification; (i)
those that tremble as if they were mad; (j) innumerable ones; (k) those drawn
with a very fine camel’s-hair brush; (l) etcetera; (m) those that have just broken
the flower vase; (n) those that at a distance resemble flies.

Jorge Luis Borges, The Analytical Language of John Wilkins

An example for which it is comparatively easy to prove lower bounds is the rather mundane problem of
sorting a list of n items. In Section 3.2.1, we looked at two algorithms, Mergesort and Quicksort.
We measured their running time in terms of the number of comparisons they perform, i.e., the num-
ber of times that they ask whether one element is larger than another. We found that Mergesort
performs about n log2 n comparisons, and that Quicksort also performs !(n logn ) comparisons on
average. Can we do better than this? Is there a sorting algorithm that makes o(n logn ) comparisons, or
even An log2 n for some constant A < 1?

In the children’s game of “Twenty Questions,” where we ask a series of 20 yes-or-no questions, the
largest number of different objects that we can hope to distinguish is 220—or 3! 220 if we start with the
traditional question of “animal, vegetable, or mineral.” If the set of possible objects is larger than this,
then by the pigeonhole principle there is some pair of objects that yield the same sequence of answers,
so we cannot tell them apart.

A sorting algorithm is faced with the same difficulty. As it compares pairs of elements, it travels down
the branches of a decision tree, like that shown in Figure 6.2 for the case n = 3. In order to sort the list, it
has to learn which of the n ! possible orders the input is in, so this tree has to have n ! leaves. A binary tree
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Grade school multiplication takes O(n2) time:

Can we do better?

n

!
"
#

$

1
2

3

n

! "# $

1 2 31 2 3

! 3 2 1

1 2 3

2 4 6

3 6 9

3 9 4 8 3

n
2

How can we tell an algorithm is optimal?
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Divide and conquer:

Looks like we need                           .  But

so we only need three products.  Running time: 

so                                                .  How low can we go?

x = 2n/2a + b, y = 2n/2c + d

xy = 2nac + 2n/2(ad + bc) + bd

(a + b)(c + d)− ac− bd = ad + bc

ac, ad, bc, bd

T (n) ≈ 3T (n/2)

T (n) ∼ nlog2 3 = n1.58

Surprise!
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From theory to the real world

Many algorithms that take exponential time in the worst case are 
efficient in practice 

Optimization problems are like exploring a high-dimensional jewel

If we add noise to the problem, the number of facets goes down, 
and the path to the top gets shorter

DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  

384 OPTIMIZATION AND APPROXIMATION

Figure 9.18: The polytope on the left has 200 facets and 396 vertices. On the right, we perturb this polytope
by adding 5% random noise to the right-hand sides of the inequalities, reducing the number of facets and
vertices to 87 and 170. The angles between the facets have become sharper, so the polytopes’ shadows,
i.e., the two-dimensional polygons that form the outlines of these pictures, have fewer sides.

x !. If you think of x and x ! as vectors in the space of instances, then x ! is chosen uniformly from a ball of
radius ! around x . The adversary can decide where this ball is centered, but he cannot control where in
the ball the perturbed instance x ! will be.

We then define the running time as the average over the perturbed instances, maximized over the
adversary’s original instance:

Tsmoothed =max
x

!
!

x !:|x !"x |#!
T (x !)
"

.

If the adversary has to carefully tune the parameters of an instance to make it hard, adding noise upsets
his plans. It smooths out the peaks in the running time, and makes the problem easy on average.

Spielman and Teng considered a particular pivot rule called the shadow vertex rule. It projects a two-
dimensional shadow of the polytope, forming a two-dimensional polygon, and tries to climb up the out-
side of the polygon. This rule performs poorly if the shadow has exponentially many sides, with expo-
nentially small angles between them. They showed that if we add noise to the constraints, perturbing the
entries of A and b, then the angles between the facets—and between the sides of the shadow polygon—
are 1/poly(m ) with high probability. In that case, the shadow has poly(m ) sides, and the shadow vertex
rule takes polynomial time. We illustrate this in Figure 9.18.

Smoothed analysis provides a sound theoretical explanation for the suprisingly good performance
of the simplex algorithm on real instances of LP. But it still leaves open the question of whether LP is
in P—whether it can can be solved in polynomial time even in the worst case, when the adversary has
the last word. We will answer that question soon. But first we explore a remarkable property of LP that
generalizes the relationship between MAX FLOW and MIN CUT, and which says something about LP’s worst-
case complexity as well.
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Computational Complexity 2:
NP-completeness and the P vs. NP question

Cristopher Moore
Santa Fe Institute 
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P: we can find a solution efficiently

NP: we can check a solution efficiently

Needles in haystacks
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P

NP

Multiplication
Eulerian Path

Hamiltonian Path

Complexity classes
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NP-completeness

Some problems B have the amazing property that any problem 
in NP can be reduced to them: A ≤ B for all A in NP

But if A ≤ B and A is hard, then B is hard too

So if P≠NP, then B can’t be solved in polynomial time

How can a single problem express every other problem in NP?
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AND

OR

NOT

AND

x1 x2

z

Any program that tests solutions     
(e.g. Hamiltonian paths) can be 
“compiled” into a Boolean circuit

The circuit outputs “true” if an 
input solution works

Is there a set of values for the 
inputs that makes the output true?

Satisfying a circuit
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The condition that each gate works, 
and the output is “true,” can be 
written as a Boolean formula:

AND

OR

NOT

AND

x1 x2

z

y1

y2

y3

From circuits to formulas

Add variables representing the truth 
values of the wires

(x1 ∨ y1) ∧ (x2 ∨ y1) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ y1)
∧ · · · ∧ z .
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Our first NP-complete problem!

Given a set of clauses with 3 variables each, 

does a set of truth values for the       exist such that all the clauses 
are satisfied?

k-SAT (with k variables per clause) is NP-complete for k ≥ 3

(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) ∧ (x2 ∨ x17 ∨ x293) ∧ · · ·

xi

3-SAT
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we could convert any problem in NP to a circuit that checks 
solutions, 

convert that circuit to a 3-SAT formula which is satisfiable if a 
solution exists,

and use our efficient algorithm for 3-SAT to solve it!

So, if 3-SAT is in P, then all of NP is too, and P=NP

Conversely, if P≠NP, then 3-SAT cannot be solved in polynomial 
time: something like exhaustive search is needed

If 3-SAT were easy...
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Given a set of countries and 
borders between them, what 
is the smallest number of 
colors we need?

Graph coloring
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“Gadgets” enforce constraints:

Graph 3-Coloring is NP-complete

Graph 2-Coloring is in P (why?)

(x, y, z) (x, y, z)

x x y zzy

From SAT to Coloring
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True=left, false=right

Have to visit clause vertices to satisfy 
them

A path from top to bottom = solution 
to 3-SAT problem!

x

y

z

x ! y ! z

Traveling Salespeople
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Why are some problems NP-complete?

Can we tile a shape with these tiles?
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AND

NOT

AND

c

b

a

NOT

NOT
AND

NOT

true

truetruetrue

true

falsefalsefalse

false

false

false

false

Because we can use them to build a computer.
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Witness Existence

Circuit SAT

3-SAT

NAE-3-SAT

Graph 3-Coloring

Independent Set

Vertex Cover Max Clique

Max Cut

Planar SAT

Tiling

Subset Sum

Integer Partitioning MAX-2-SAT

3-Matching

Hamiltonian Path

Thousands of NP-complete problems
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The P vs. NP problem

If any NP-complete problem can be solved in polynomial time, then 
they all can be, and P=NP

That would mean that anything that is easy to check — like a 
needle in a haystack — is also easy to find.

Better traveling salesmen; easier to tile bathroom floor, and pack 
our luggage; every cryptosystem can be broken.

But P vs. NP turns out to be question about the nature of 
mathematical truth and creativity.
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Gödel to Von Neumann
180 THE DEEP QUESTION: P VS. NP

The question is, how fast does !(n ) grow for an optimal machine. One can show that !(n )!
K n . If there actually were a machine with !(n )" K n (or even only !(n )" K n 2), this would
have consequences of the greatest magnitude. That is to say, it would clearly indicate that,
despite the unsolvability of the Entscheidungsproblem, the mental effort of the mathemati-
cian in the case of yes-or-no questions could be completely replaced by machines (footnote:
apart from the postulation of axioms). One would simply have to select an n large enough
that, if the machine yields no result, there would then be no reason to think further about the
problem.

If our mathematical language has an alphabet of k symbols, then the number of possible proofs of length
n is N = k n . Even excluding those which are obviously nonsense leaves us with a set of exponential size.
As Gödel says, we can solve SHORT PROOF in polynomial time—in our terms, P= NP—precisely if we can
do much better than exhaustive search (in German, dem blossen Probieren, or “mere sampling”) among
these N possibilities:

! " K n (or " K n 2) means, simply, that the number of steps vis-à-vis exhaustive search can
be reduced from N to log N (or (logN )2).

Can SHORT PROOF really be this easy? As mathematicians, we like to believe that we need to use all the
tools at our disposal—drawing analogies with previous problems, visualizing and doodling, designing
examples and counterexamples, and making wild guesses—to find our way through this search space
to the right proof. But if P = NP, finding proofs is not much harder than checking them, and there is a
polynomial-time algorithm that makes all this hard work unnecessary. As Gödel says, in that case we can
be replaced by a simple machine.

Nor would the consequences of P = NP be limited to mathematics. Scientists in myriad fields spend
their lives struggling to solve the following problem:

ELEGANT THEORY

Input: A set E of experimental data and an integer n given in unary

Question: Is there a theory T of length n or less that explains E ?

For instance, E could be a set of astronomical observations, T could be a mathematical model of plane-
tary motion, and T could explain E to a given accuracy. An elegant theory is one whose length n , defined
as the number of symbols it takes to express it in some mathematical language, is fairly small—such as
Kepler’s laws or Newton’s law of gravity, along with the planets’ masses and initial positions.

Let’s assume that we can compute, in polynomial time, what predictions a theory T makes about the
data. Of course, this disqualifies theories such as “because God felt like it,” and even for string theory this
computation seems very difficult. Then again, if we can’t tell what predictions a theory makes, we can’t
carry out the scientific method anyway.

With this assumption, and with a suitable formalization of this kind, ELEGANT THEORY is in NP. There-
fore, if P = NP, the process of searching for patterns, postulating underlying mechanisms, and forming
hypotheses can simply be automated. No longer do we need a Kepler to perceive elliptical orbits, or a
Newton to guess the inverse-square law. Finding these theories becomes just as easy as checking that
they fit the data.

Let ϕ(n ) be the time it takes to tell if a proof of length n or less exists. . .
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P=NP?

Poincaré Conjecture

Riemann Hypothesis

Yang-Mills Theory

Navier-Stokes Equations

Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture

Hodge Conjecture

Millennium problems

P=NP?
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Upper Bounds are Easy; Lower Bounds are Hard

Why is the P vs. NP question so hard? 

Algorithms are upper bounds on complexity...

...but how do you know if you have the best algorithm?
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Suppose we could tell whether a program p 
will ever halt.  This would be really handy!  

Undecidability

UNIVERSALITY AND UNDECIDABILITY 233

Fermat
begin

t := 3;
repeat

for n = 3 to t do
for x = 1 to t do

for y = 1 to t do
for z = 1 to t do

if x n + y n = z n then return (x , y , z , n ) ;
end

end

end

end
t := t +1 ;

until forever;
end

FIGURE 7.2: This program does not halt. Andrew Wiles has discovered a truly marvelous proof of this,
which this caption is too narrow to contain.

Decidable is the class of problems A for which there is a program ! that halts
after a finite amount of time, and which, given any input x , answers whether
or not A(x ) is true.

Hilbert believed that Decidable includes all well-defined mathematical problems. But the Halting Prob-
lem shows that it does not—that some problems are beyond the reach of any algorithm.

At first, it seems that we can solve HALTING by running the universal program U , simulating what !
would do given x , and seeing what happens. But if !(x ) doesn’t halt, neither will U ’s simulation. To solve
HALTING, we have to be able to see into the future, and predict, in bounded time, whether or not !(x ) will
ever halt. We will show that no program can do this—since if it could, it could create a contradiction by
trying to predict itself.

Before we prove that no program can solve HALTING, let’s think about what other problems we could
solve if such a program existed—a program with the following behavior:

Halts(!,x ) =

!
true if ! halts on input x

false otherwise
(7.2)

Such a program would be very handy for debugging software. It could tell us whether a program will hang,
and never get back to the user. However, it would have much more profound uses as well. Consider the
programFermat in Figure 7.2. It looks for a counterexample to Fermat’s Last Theorem—that is, positive
integers x , y , z , n with n ! 3, such that

x n + y n = z n , (7.3)

It does this by exhaustively checking all quadruples x , y , z , n " t , with t ranging up to infinity.

I have discovered a marvelous proof 
that this program will run forever, but 
it is too small to fit on this slide...
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Suppose halt(p,x) can tell whether p, given input x, will halt.  
Then we could feed it to itself, and run this program instead:

Will  trouble(trouble)  halt or not?

Undecidable problems ⇒ unprovable truths!

trouble(p):
  if halt(p,p) loop forever
  else halt

Undecidability
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The time hierarchy theorem

This proves [Hartmanis and Stearns, 1965]

Similar theorems for SPACE, NTIME, SPACE... can compare apples 
to apples

But can a similar argument separate P and NP?

We can’t seem to diagonalize P within NP — but perhaps some 
other type of diagonalization will work?

Sadly, no...

TIME(n )⊂ TIME(n 2)⊂ TIME(n 2.001)⊂ · · ·⊂ P⊂ EXPTIME⊂ · · ·
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Oracles and relativization

We can consult an oracle for a set A,                                                              
asking her yes-or-no questions

PA is the class of problems we can solve                                                             in 
polynomial time, with her help

NPA is the class of problems where we can check solutions in polynomial time, 
with her help

[Baker, Gill, Solovay 1975]: there exist oracles A, B such that

PA =NPA but PB �=NPB

188 THE DEEP QUESTION: P VS. NP

FIGURE 6.3: The King of Athens receiving advice from Pythia, the Oracle of Delphi.

levels deep as we like. As we showed in Section 6.1.1, in this case we can absorb any constant number of
quantifiers, and P includes the entire polynomial hierarchy.

If you like, PSAT is what P would be if we were given a supply of magic boxes that solve SAT problems.
These boxes are black, and we can’t take them apart and look at them. But if we can build these boxes
out of earthly components, and nest them inside each other, then P= NP and the polynomial hierarchy
collapses.

To make this more precise, suppose we are trying to verify a statement of the following form:

!x1,x2, . . . ,xn : "y1, y2, . . . , yn :!(x1, . . . ,xn , y1, . . . , yn ) . (6.4)

Is this problem in PNP? That is, can we solve it in polynomial time if we have access to a SAT oracle? For
each truth assignment x1, . . . ,xn , we can ask her whether there is an assignment y1, . . . , yn such that ! is
true. But since there are 2n ways to set the xi , we would have to call on her an exponential number of
times. We would like to ask her the question “is there an assignment x1, . . . ,xn such that you will say no?”
But that would be asking the oracle a question about herself, and that’s cheating.

Thus we believe that PNP is smaller than !2P, the level of the polynomial hierarchy where problems
like (6.4) live. Specifically, Problem 6.11 shows that

PNP #"2P$!2P .
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I can win if there exists a move for me, 

such that for all of your replies, 

there exists a move for me...

DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  

PLAYING CHESS WITH GOD 9

Sam Loyd (1903)

80Z0ZrZbZ
7ZpZ0Z0A0
6pM0ZpS0Z
5SBZ0j0Z0
40O0ZNZ0o
3Z0o0Z0a0
2nZ0O0o0s
1Z0Z0ZKZn

a b c d e f g h

Mate in 3

Lewis Stiller (1995)

80Z0Z0ZNZ
7Z0Z0ZKS0
60ZnZ0Z0Z
5Z0Z0Z0Z0
40Z0Z0Z0Z
3Z0Z0Z0Z0
20ZnZ0Z0Z
1ZkZ0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h

Mate in 262

Figure 1.7: Chess problems are hard to solve—and hard to check.

inexorably to checkmate after n moves. On the left, n = 3, and seeing how to corner Black—after a very
surprising first move—is the work of a pleasant afternoon. On the right, we have a somewhat larger value
of n : we claim that White can force Black into checkmate after 262 moves.

But how, dear reader, can we prove this claim to you? Unlike the problems of the previous two sec-
tions, we are no longer playing solitaire: we have an opponent, who will do their best to win. This means
that it’s not enough to prove the existence of a simple object like a Hamiltonian path. We have to show
that there exists a move for White, such that no matter how Black replies, there exists a move for White,
such that no matter how Black replies, and so on. . . until, at most 262 moves later, every possible game
ends in checkmate for Black. As we go forward in time, our opponent’s moves cause the game to branch
into a exponential tree of possibilities, and we have to show that a checkmate awaits at every leaf. Thus a
strategy is a much larger object, with a much deeper logical structure, than a path.

There is indeed a proof, consisting of a massive database of endgames generated by a computer
search, that White can mate Black in 262 moves in the position of Figure 1.7. But verifying this proof
far exceeds the capabilities of human beings, since it requires us to check every possible line of play. The
best we can do is look at the program that performed the search, and convince ourselves that it will run
correctly. As of 2007, an even larger search has confirmed the long-standing opinion of human players
that Checkers is a draw under perfect play. For humans with our finite abilities, however, Chess and
Checkers will always keep their secrets. 1.5

Logical hierarchies
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A powerful oracle

188 THE DEEP QUESTION: P VS. NP

FIGURE 6.3: The King of Athens receiving advice from Pythia, the Oracle of Delphi.

levels deep as we like. As we showed in Section 6.1.1, in this case we can absorb any constant number of
quantifiers, and P includes the entire polynomial hierarchy.

If you like, PSAT is what P would be if we were given a supply of magic boxes that solve SAT problems.
These boxes are black, and we can’t take them apart and look at them. But if we can build these boxes
out of earthly components, and nest them inside each other, then P= NP and the polynomial hierarchy
collapses.

To make this more precise, suppose we are trying to verify a statement of the following form:

!x1,x2, . . . ,xn : "y1, y2, . . . , yn :!(x1, . . . ,xn , y1, . . . , yn ) . (6.4)

Is this problem in PNP? That is, can we solve it in polynomial time if we have access to a SAT oracle? For
each truth assignment x1, . . . ,xn , we can ask her whether there is an assignment y1, . . . , yn such that ! is
true. But since there are 2n ways to set the xi , we would have to call on her an exponential number of
times. We would like to ask her the question “is there an assignment x1, . . . ,xn such that you will say no?”
But that would be asking the oracle a question about herself, and that’s cheating.

Thus we believe that PNP is smaller than !2P, the level of the polynomial hierarchy where problems
like (6.4) live. Specifically, Problem 6.11 shows that

PNP #"2P$!2P .

Adding poly(n) quantifiers to P gives the class

Let A be a PSPACE-complete problem, such as Quantified SAT:

NPA is PA with another ∃.  This just gives another instance of A, so

PSPACE= ∃∀∃ · · ·P

∃x1 :∀y1 : ∃x2 : · · · :∀yn :φ(x1, y1,x2, . . . , yn )

PA =NPA .
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A random oracle

For each n=0, 1, 2, ... flip a coin

If Heads, choose a random string sn of length n:                                                    
The oracle likes sn, dislikes all others of length n

If Tails, the oracle dislikes all strings of length n     

Haystack(n): is there a string of length n that the oracle likes?

In NPB, since if the answer is “yes” we can prove it by asking her about sn

But (with probability 1) not in PB, since we have no hope of finding sn among the 
2n possibilities in only poly(n) time.

PB �=NPB .
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A barrier to resolving the P vs. NP question

Since P vs. NP has different answers in different “possible worlds”...

...no proof technique that relativizes (works in the presence of oracles) 
can resolve it either way

includes diagonalization, and also ideas like exhaustive search:

“syntactic” manipulations of programs are not enough

NP⊆ EXPTIME , NTIME( f (n ))⊆ TIME(2O( f (n )))
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Another barrier: natural proofs

We want to say that a function f is outside a complexity class C if f 
is “too complicated”

But if “complicatedness” is 

common — i.e. random functions are complicated

constructive — it is fairly easy to compute from f’s truth table

then this gives a contradiction if C contains pseudorandom 
functions, and we think P does!

Defeats most known techniques in circuit complexity: random 
restrictions, Fourier methods, etc. [Razborov and Rudich, 1994]
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The road ahead

It seems unlikely that P vs. NP is formally independent since it is almost 
first-order:

“For all n ≥ 1000, there is no circuit of size nlog n that solves all SAT 
formulas of length n”: if this is false, there is a finite proof.  

Sophisticated approaches from algebraic geometry have been suggested 
[Mulmuley]

The most hopeful view: we will eventually prove that P≠NP...

...but we will be forced to build a lot of new mathematics in the process!
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Which of these puzzles are in NP?  Which has a solution that is 
easy to check?

DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  DRAFT  --  

130 NEEDLES IN A HAYSTACK: THE CLASS NP

Figure 4.15: On the left, a classic peg solitaire game. In each move, a peg jumps over another, which is
removed. Can you reduce this configuration of 8 pegs to a single peg in the center? On the right, a sliding-
block puzzle. Can you move the big square block to the bottom center, where it can slide out of the box?
The shortest solution has 81 moves.

Progress was delayed until the 1960’s, when the German mathematician Heinrich Heesch argued that the number
of potential counterexamples to the Four Color Conjecture is finite, and estimated that there are only about 8000
of them. He proposed to check these configurations by computer, but the German national science foundation
cancelled his grant, preventing Heesch from pursuing this strategy.

The implementation of Heesch’s idea had to wait until 1976, when Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang Haken boiled
down the number of potential counterexamples down to less than 2000 and checked each one of them by com-
puter [50, 49]. This was the first computer-assisted proof of a major theorem in mathematics. It began a debate on
the nature of mathematical proof, which is still ongoing. Although some progress has been made in simplifying the
original proof of Haken and Appel, even the shortest version still relies on exhaustive checking by computer [759].

This is an unsatisfying state of affairs. The best proofs do not simply certify that something is true. They illu-
minate it, and explain why it must be true. We might say that, while the Four Color theorem is proved, it is not well
understood.

On the other hand, it is possible that there is no understanding to be had. Just as Erdős believed that God has a
book containing all the most elegant proofs (see Note 1.2), some say that the Devil has a book which contains all the
mathematical truths which have no elegant proofs—truths which can be stated easily, but for which the only proofs
are long and ugly. At this time, it seems perfectly possible that the Four Color Theorem is in the Devil’s book.

4.3 Satisfying banquets. This example of 2-SAT is a thinly veiled version of a puzzle due to Brian Hayes [367], involv-
ing invitations of Peru, Qatar and Romania to an embassy banquet.

4.4 SUBSET SUM and cryptography. A public-key cryptosystem, as we will discuss in Section 15.5.1, provides an
asymmetric pair of keys: a public and a private key. Anyone can encrypt a message using the public key, but only

Beyond NP
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P

NP

PSPACE

EXPTIME

COMPUTABLE

“Computers play the same role 
in complexity that clocks, trains 
and elevators play in relativity.”

– Scott Aaronson

Games

Turing’s Halting Problem

An infinite hierarchy
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Questions, questions...

Suppose we have a cellular automaton.  There are lots of questions 
we could ask about it:

Given an initial state s, what will the state be at time t?

Does a state s have a predecessor?

On a lattice of size n, is s on a periodic orbit?

On an infinite lattice, will s ever die out?

Suppose we have a cellular automaton.  There are lots of questions 
we could ask about it:

Given an initial state s, what will the state be at time t? P

Does a state s have a predecessor? NP

On a lattice of size n, is s on a periodic orbit? PSPACE

On an infinite lattice, will s ever die out? Undecidable

304 MEMORY, PATHS, AND GAMES

0 63
t

FIGURE 8.2: A periodic orbit of cellular automaton rule 30, with time running from left to right. Each
column is a state with n bits, where 0 is white and 1 is black. The transition rule is illustrated above,
showing how the current values of a bit and its neighbors determine its value on the next time step. We
use cyclic boundary conditions so that the lattice wraps around. Here n = 7, the initial state is 0000101,
and the period is t = 63. While the period may be exponentially long, we only need n bits to remember
the current state, so telling whether the initial state lies on a periodic orbit is in PSPACE.

such that the system returns to its initial state after t steps. For instance, Figure 8.2 shows a periodic orbit
of the cellular automaton discussed in Section 5.5.3.

We can solve this problem simply by simulating the system, and checking at each point to see if the
current state is identical to the initial one. Since there are 2poly(n) possible states, and since the dynamics of
the cellular automaton could cycle through a large fraction of them, it could take an exponential amount
of time for this to happen, if it ever does. However, it only takes poly(n ) bits to keep track of the current
state, so this problem is in PSPACE.

How do classes like L and PSPACE relate to the time-bounded complexity classes we have already
seen? Let’s set down some basic relationships between the amount of memory a program uses and the
time it takes to run.

First of all, if a program uses m bits of memory then it has 2m possible states. Therefore, no path in
the state space can be more than 2m steps long, unless it returns to a state it has already visited. But if this
happens, the computer will perform exactly the same steps again, and get stuck in an endless loop. Thus
a program that uses m bits of memory needs at most 2m time to complete its task:

SPACE( f (n ))! TIME(2O(f (n)) ) (8.1)

In particular, 2O(log n) = poly(n ). For instance, 2c log2 n = n c . Therefore, a program that runs in O(log n )
memory only has a polynomial number of states, and only needs polynomial time:

L! P . (8.2)

Conversely, suppose a program runs in time t . If each elementary step reads or writes a single bit
of memory—or even a block of memory of constant size, such as a 64-bit word—then such a program
only has time to read or write O(t ) bits. Even a random-access machine with large memory can only
access O(t ) different bits in t steps, and Problem 8.1 shows that we can then simulate it with only O(t )
bits memory. Thus

TIME( f (n ))! SPACE( f (n )) . (8.3)

In particular, P! PSPACE.
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Problems in the gap

To prove that a problem is hard, we build a computer out of it

If P≠NP, problems exist that are outside P, but not NP-complete

Factoring, Graph Isomorphism, Shortest Lattice Vector

Similarly there are undecidable problems to which Halting can’t 
be reduced: “easier” than (or at least different from) than Halting

Could “naturally occurring” problems live in this middle ground?

Claim: problems equivalent to Halting are easy (to think about, 
not to solve!)
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Building a computer: cellular automata
276 THE GRAND UNIFIED THEORY OF COMPUTATION

FIGURE 7.15: The evolution of elementary CA rule 110 from a random initial state, showing collisions
between several types of gliders and periodic structures. Time increases downward, and each row of the
diagram is a single step.

For instance, suppose that when the Turing machine is in state s and the tape symbol is b , it writes b !

on the tape, changes its state to s !, and moves to the right. Then we would write, for any a , c , d " A ,

f
!
a , (b , s ), c
"
=b ! and f
!
(b , s ), c , d
"
= (c , s !) .

We also define f (a ,b , c ) = b for any a ,b , c " A , since the tape symbols stay fixed if the head isn’t around
to modify them. Then one step of this CA would look like

· · · a (b , s ) c d · · ·
· · · a b ! (c , s !) d · · · ,

moving the head to the right and updating the tape. Of course, the parallel nature of a cellular automa-
ton allows us to simulate many Turing machine heads simultaneously. We haven’t specified here what
happens when two heads collide.

If we start with a small universal Turing machine, i.e., one with a small number of states and symbols,
this construction gives a universal CA with a fairly small number of states. But what is more surprising is
that even “elementary” CAs—those with just two states and nearest-neighbor interactions—are capable
of universal computation. Consider the following rule:

111 110 101 100 011 010 001 000
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0

[Cook, Wolfram]
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Building a computer: cellular automata
COMPUTATION EVERYWHERE 275

FIGURE 7.14: Constructing a Turing machine in the Game of Life. The head with its finite-state control
is on the lower left, and the stack stretches from upper left to lower right. When animated, it is a truly
impressive sight. We magnify one of its components, a glider gun, to give a sense of its scale.

[Rendell]
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Building a computer: dynamical systems
282 THE GRAND UNIFIED THEORY OF COMPUTATION

FIGURE 7.20: The Baker’s Map f on the unit square. It doubles y , halves x , and moves y ’s most significant
bit to x . We can think of the coordinates (x , y ) as a tape full of bits, . . .y3y2y1.x1x2x3 . . ., where 0.x1x2x3 . . .
and y = 0.y1y2y3 . . . are the binary expansions of x and y respectively. Then f moves the decimal point,
representing the head of a Turing machine, one step to the left.

This makes the Baker’s Map a classic example of a chaotic dynamical system. It quickly magnifies any
perturbations or uncertainties in its initial conditions, until it becomes completely unpredictable. If we
only know the initial conditions to t bits of accuracy, we cannot predict the state of the system more than
t steps in the future.

Exercise 7.29 Show that the Baker’s Map has two unique fixed points and a unique period-2 orbit, i.e.,
a pair of points (x , y ) and (x !, y !) such that f (x , y ) = (x !, y !) and f (x !, y !) = (x , y ). What are their digit
sequences, and where are they in the unit square? How many period-3 orbits are there? What can you say
about period-t orbits for larger t ?

How can maps like this simulate Turing machines? If we write the bits of y in reverse, we can think of
(x , y ) as an infinite tape whose tape symbols are 0 and 1,

. . . y3y2y1.x1x2x3 . . . ,

where the decimal point represents the machine’s head. In that case, we have

f (. . .y3y2y1.x1x2x3 . . .) = f (. . .y3y2.y1x1x2x3 . . .) ,

so f moves the head one step to the left. Note the similarity to the arithmetization of the Turing machine
on page 262, where we treated each half of the tape as the bit sequence of an integer. Both there and here,
we move the machine’s head by halving one of these numbers and doubling the other.

. . . y3y2y1 .x1x2x3 . . .
⇓

. . . y3y2 . y1x1x2x3 . . .
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Building a computer: dynamical systems

COMPUTATION EVERYWHERE 283
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F s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6

0 0, s1, L 0, s6, L 0, s2, R 1, s5, R 1, s4, L 1, s1, L
1 1, s2, L 0, s3, L 1, s3, L 0, s6, R 1, s4, R 0, s4, R

FIGURE 7.21: Above, an iterated map f on the rectangle [0, 6]! [0, 1] equivalent to a universal Turing ma-
chine with 6 states and 2 symbols. Each large square corresponds to one of the machine’s states, and the
current tape symbol is the most significant bit of y . Stretching vertically or squashing horizontally corre-
sponds to moving the machine’s head left or right on the tape. Below, the machine’s transition function.
Each triplet gives the new symbol, the new state, and whether the head moves left or right.

To complete the simulation, let’s say that the tape symbol at the machine’s current location is y1, which
is 0 or 1 if we are in the lower or upper half of the square respectively. At each step, we can change y1 by
shifting up or down by 1/2. We then move the head left or right on the tape by stretching vertically or
squashing horizontally.

Finally, we define our function on a set of unit squares, one for each of the machine’s internal states,
and update the state by mapping pieces of one square to another. If the machine has s states, and we put
these squares next to each other, we get a piecewise-continuous function f from the rectangle [0, s ]![0, 1]
to itself. This function divides this rectangle into a finite number of pieces, stretches or squashes each one,
and maps it back somewhere inside the rectangle.

In Figure 7.21, we carry out this construction for a universal Turing machine with 6 states and 2 tape
symbols. This machine simulates cellular automaton rule 110, so the question of whether a particular
finite string of bits will ever appear on its tape, at its head’s current location, is undecidable. In our map,
this corresponds to x and y lying in a pair of finite intervals, where their binary expansions start out with
particular finite strings. Thus, given an initial point (x , y ), the question of whether it will ever land in a
particular rectangle is undecidable.

As we discussed at the end of Section 7.6.4, the initial tape of this Turing machine is filled with periodic
patterns to the left and right of its input. Such a tape corresponds to an initial point (x , y ) with rational
coordinates, since a real number is rational if and only if its binary expansion becomes periodic after a

[Moore]
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Wild problems

pt+1 = pt +K sinθt

θt+1 = θt +pt+1
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Wild problems
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Computational Complexity 3:
The power of randomness

Cristopher Moore
Santa Fe Institute 
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Foiling the adversary

If the adversary knows what strategy we will use, he can create 
instances on which we will do badly

So, use an unpredictable algorithm!

452 RANDOMIZED ALGORITHMS
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FIGURE 10.1: The classic game of Rock, Paper, Scissors (or Jan-Ken-Pon, or Ca-Chi-Pun, or Ching Chong
Cha, or Kawi Bawi Bo. . . )

10.1 Foiling the Adversary

Those who are skilled in producing surprises will win.
Such tacticians are as versatile as the changes in heaven
and earth.

Sun Tzu, The Art of War

Readers from many cultures will recognize the game shown in Figure 10.1. When playing this game with
a friend, your goal is to predict her moves as accurately as possible, while making your own moves as
unpredictable as possible.

Now imagine that we are playing against our old bête noire, the adversary. He possesses enormous
computational power, and complete understanding of whatever strategy we plan to use. If we commit
to any deterministic strategy, no matter how sophisticated, he can predict our moves and win every time.
Our only recourse is to play randomly, in which we choose from the three possible moves with equal
probability. If we have a source of genuinely random bits—a Geiger counter, say, or a fair die—then the
adversary cannot predict our moves no matter how intelligent he is.

Consider the analogy to computation. If we commit ourselves to a deterministic algorithm, the adver-
sary can choose the instance on which that algorithm performs as poorly as possible. But we can keep
the adversary off guard by using an algorithm that flips coins and makes random choices. Even if the
adversary knows what algorithm we are using, he doesn’t know which way these coin flips will come up.
No matter how computationally powerful he is, he cannot predict what actions our algorithm will take,
and he cannot construct a hard instance in advance.
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Foiling the adversary

Trade a small number of instances on which we do badly...

...for a small probability of doing badly on any instance
454 RANDOMIZED ALGORITHMS

ba
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instance

deterministic

randomized

FIGURE 10.2: A cartoon of how randomized algorithms spread out the badness. For a deterministic algo-
rithm, there are a few bad instances, but the adversary gets to choose the instance. For a randomized
algorithm, there is a small chance of bad performance on any given instance, but for all instances the
likely performance is good.

In addition, both these algorithms are simple. The best possible pivot for Quicksort is the median,
which would take a while to find, but a random pivot does just fine. It’s hard to design a deterministic set
of sample points that is far from periodic in an appropriate sense, but a random set of points possesses
this property with high probability. We will see below that naive choices like these work surprisingly well
for many problems.

10.2 The Smallest Cut

What is life but a series of inspired follies?

George Bernard Shaw, Pygmalion

In this and the next two sections, we will look at randomized algorithms for three classic problems: MIN

CUT, k -SAT, and MAX CUT. These algorithms are very different from each other, and each one illustrates
a simple but beautiful way in which randomness can help us find optimal or near-optimal solutions.

There are many settings in which we want to measure the reliability, or vulnerability, of a network.
Given a graph G , we call a subset C of its edges a cut if cutting them would cause it to fall apart into two
pieces. Then one natural measure of G ’s reliability is given by the following problem:

MIN CUT

Input: A graph G = (V, E )

Output: The size of the smallest cut
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When are two functions the same?

I have two functions, ƒ(x) and g(x)

Both are complicated, but I want to know if ƒ=g (for all x)

Idea: choose x, and check if ƒ(x)=g(x)

If the adversary knows what x we will use, he can fool us
480 RANDOMIZED ALGORITHMS

FIGURE 10.12: Two polynomials f (x ), g (x ) of degree d can coincide at at most d values of x . Here d = 4.

10.7.1 Digging at the Roots

Suppose I wish to convince you that two functions f and g are identical—that is, that f (x ) = g (x ) for all
x . With profuse apologies, I tell you that it’s a little too complicated for me to prove this analytically. But
I offer to play a game with you. You can challenge me with any value of x you like, and I will respond by
showing you that f (x ) = g (x ) for that particular value.

Of course, showing that f (x ) = g (x ) for a particular x is hardly a proof that f (x ) = g (x ) everywhere.
But under the right circumstances, it can be very convincing. Specifically, suppose that f and g belong
to a family of functions with the following property: for any two functions in the family, either they are
identical, or they coincide at just a few values of x . Then if I am being dishonest and f and g are different,
you will only be fooled if you choose one of the few values of x at which they coincide. You can make
this very unlikely by choosing x randomly, so a few rounds of this game should give you a high degree of
confidence.

The most important, and common, families of this kind consist of polynomials. If f and g are poly-
nomials of degree d , then f (x ) = g (x ) if and only if x is a root of the polynomial !(x ) = f (x )! g (x ). Since
! also has degree d , it has at most d roots unless it is identically zero—that is, unless !(x ) = 0 for all x .
Therefore, if you choose x randomly from a set S, the probability that f (x ) = g (x ) is at most d /|S| unless
f and g really are identical. We illustrate this in Figure 10.12,

In the process of evaluating f (x ) and g (x ), we might find the integers involved getting too large to
handle. In that case, we can carry out identity testing mod p for some n-digit prime p , rather than on the
entire set of integers. Like the real or complex numbers, the integers mod p form a field whenever p is
prime (see Appendix A.7.4). Therefore, a polynomial of degree d can have at most d roots mod p .

So we let p be a prime much larger than d , and we choose x randomly from !p . If !(x ) "p 0, this
confirms with high probability that ! "p 0 everywhere, or equivalently, that !(x ) = f (x )! g (x ) is a mul-
tiple of p for all x . But, as in the space probe example of Section 10.6.1, ! can’t have too many prime
divisors. Therefore, if p is chosen randomly from a reasonably large set of primes, this implies with high
probability that ! = 0 and f = g everywhere.

Polynomial identity testing is one of the few problems for which we have a randomized algorithm,
but for which no deterministic algorithm is known. Let’s turn now to a nice, and unexpected, application:
telling whether a graph has a perfect matching.

x
ƒ

g
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When are two functions the same?

Choose x randomly! 

If ƒ(x) and g(x) are polynomials of degree d, then so is ƒ(x)–g(x)

But a polynomial of degree d can only have d roots, so ƒ(x)=g(x) for 
at most d values of x

If we choose x from t possibilities, he fools us with probability ≤ d/t

480 RANDOMIZED ALGORITHMS

FIGURE 10.12: Two polynomials f (x ), g (x ) of degree d can coincide at at most d values of x . Here d = 4.
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handle. In that case, we can carry out identity testing mod p for some n-digit prime p , rather than on the
entire set of integers. Like the real or complex numbers, the integers mod p form a field whenever p is
prime (see Appendix A.7.4). Therefore, a polynomial of degree d can have at most d roots mod p .

So we let p be a prime much larger than d , and we choose x randomly from !p . If !(x ) "p 0, this
confirms with high probability that ! "p 0 everywhere, or equivalently, that !(x ) = f (x )! g (x ) is a mul-
tiple of p for all x . But, as in the space probe example of Section 10.6.1, ! can’t have too many prime
divisors. Therefore, if p is chosen randomly from a reasonably large set of primes, this implies with high
probability that ! = 0 and f = g everywhere.
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Local search: WalkSAT
458 RANDOMIZED ALGORITHMS

WalkSAT
input: A k -SAT formula !
output: A satisfying assignment or “don’t know”
begin

start at a uniformly random truth assignment B ;
repeat

if B satisfies ! then return B ;
else

choose a clause c uniformly from among the unsatisfied clauses ;
choose a variable x uniformly from among c ’s variables ;
update B by flipping x ;

end
until we run out of time;
return “don’t know” ;

end

FIGURE 10.5: The WalkSAT algorithm for k -SAT.

Then WalkSAT performs a random walk on the d -axis, where d ranges from 0 to n . We succeed if we
reach the origin, where d = 0 and B = A , or if we run out of unsatisfied clauses first, in which case we
have hit upon some other satisfying assignment.

How does d change at each step? Flipping a variable on which A and B disagree brings B closer to A ,
in which case !d = !1. But flipping a variable on which they agree drives B farther away, so !d = +1.
How often do each of these things happen?

Let c be the chosen clause. Since A is a satisfying assignment, A agrees with c on at least one of its
variables. On the other hand, since c is currently unsatisfied, B disagrees with c on all k of its variables.
In the worst case, A only agrees with c , and disagrees with B , on one of its variables, and A and B agree
on the other k ! 1. Since x is chosen uniformly from these k variables, flipping x decreases or increases
d with the probabilities

Pr[!d =!1] =
1
k

, Pr[!d =+1] =
k !1

k
.

If we start at a typical value of d and move left or right with these probabilities, how long will it take us to
reach the origin d = 0?

Let’s explore the case k = 2 first. Then even in the worst case the random walk is balanced, i.e., it is
equally likely to move toward or away from the origin. As we show in Appendix A.4.4, the expected time
it takes us to reach the origin is O(n 2). Therefore, for 2-SAT, WalkSAT succeeds in expected time O(n 2)
if the formula is satisfiable. Of course, we already showed in Section 4.2.2 that 2-SAT can be solved in
polynomial time, but it’s nice that WalkSATworks in polynomial time as well.

Now let’s consider the case k " 3, where k -SAT is NP-complete. Now Pr[!d =+1]> Pr[!d =!1] and
the random walk is biased away from the origin. What is the probability Psuccess that we will reach d = 0,
and thus find A , in a reasonable amount of time?

It is convenient to imagine that d ranges all the way from zero to infinity. This is pessimistic since the
maximum Hamming distance is n , but it gives a lower bound on Psuccess that is very close to the correct
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A random walk

Imagine a solution A

Let d be the Hamming distance between A and B, the number of 
variables on which they disagree

Each flip changes d by ±1: if we reach d=0, we’re done

Worst case:

For 2-SAT (k=2) this walk is balanced, we succeed in O(n2) time

For 3-SAT, it is biased away from the solution

458 RANDOMIZED ALGORITHMS
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Can we reach the shore?

Start at distance d, and take a biased random walk:

Exercise: the probability that we will ever reach d=0 is

d d +1d −1

2
3

1
3

P(d ) = 2−d
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How often do we succeed?

Our initial assignment B is random, so on average d=n/2

Does this mean that

No!  Unless ƒ is linear,

Rare events where d < n/2 contribute more to our success, 
combining two kinds of luck

P(d ) = P(n/2) = 2−n/2 ?

f (x ) �= f (x )

n
2 n d
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Computing the weighted average

So on average, we need to make                                 attempts

Each attempt only takes O(n) steps before choosing a new B

Random restarts: better to start in a new place than to keep looking 

Exponential, but much better than 2n — and almost the best known!

Psuccess =
n�

d=0

Pr[initial distance is d ]P(d )

= 2−n
n�

d=0

�
n
d

�
2−d

=
�

3
4

�n
.

1/Psuccess = (4/3)n
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Derandomization

Can every randomized algorithm be derandomized?

Are there pseudorandom generators that look random to any 
algorithm? (not just statistical tests!)

Yes — if certain questions are hard!

One-way functions: ƒ is in P, but ƒ–1 is not

Cryptography: easy to encrypt, hard to decrypt

Pseudorandom generators “encrypt” a random seed, turning a few 
truly random bits into many pseudorandom ones 
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Deep questions

Is finding solutions harder than checking them? When can we 
avoid exhaustive search?

How much memory do we need to find our way through a maze?

What if we only need good answers, instead of the best ones?    
Are there problems where even finding good answers is hard? 

How much does it help if we can do many things at once?

If you and I are working together to solve a problem, how much do 
we need to communicate?

How much does randomness help?  Can we foil the adversary by 
being unpredictable?

How much does quantum physics help?
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Shameless Plug

Oxford University Press, 
2011

This book rocks!  You somehow manage to 
combine the fun of a popular book with the 
intellectual heft of a textbook.

— Scott Aaronson

A treasure trove of information on algorithms 
and complexity, presented in the most 
delightful way.

— Vijay Vazirani

A creative, insightful, and accessible 
introduction to the theory of computing, 
written with a keen eye toward the 
frontiers of the field and a vivid enthusiasm for 
the subject matter.

— Jon Kleinberg
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